Abstract. In this paper, we find that the transition function of a homogeneous regular i-Morkov processes with two parameters is parameter symmetric under a very general condition.
Introduction
Markov process was firstly studied by A.A. Markov in 1907.Now it has developed into an important branch with theoretical significance and application value in probability theory. Time t is usually regarded as a parameter of the Morkov process. A fundamental feature of this stochastic process is that its future state is only related to its now state and is unrelated to its past states, in effect, for any time s>t>0, its conditional probability distribution at time s, given its whole history up to and including time t, depends only on its state at time t, that is, its state at time s is conditionally independent of its history before time t, given its state at time t.
With the development of Markov processes theory and the actual requirements of applications, the time parameter has been extended, and the Markov processes with two parameters have been minded by many people in probability fields. For example, Cairoli [ [6] ,Zhou-Zhou [7] ,Yang-Li [8] ,Yang [9] ,Khoshnevisan [10] ,Jacob-Potrykus-Schicks [11] ,Jacob-Schicks [12] , Xie [13, 14, 15, 16] , ..., etc.
As everyone knows, the future, now, past for a time parameter are very definitely. However, the future, now, past for two parameters are not definitely and have multiple meanings, in the results, Markov property of two-parameter stochastic processes also has multiple meanings. For example, there are the single-point Markov property, the wide past Markov property, the wide future Markov property, the i-Markov property, the *-Markov property, the Levy Markov property, ..., etc. Yang-Li [8] have given a comprehensive and incisive summarization for the Markov processes with two parameters.
In this paper, we consider the i-Morkov processes with two-parameter and obtain a very interesting result.
Main Result
Let R + be a nonnegative real set, T=R + 2 ={(s,t)|s,t≥0} be a two-parameter set,{X(s,t), (s,t)∈T} be a two-parameter stochastic process defined on a probability space (Ω,F F F F, P) and taken valued in a measurable space (E,E E E E ). Where E is usually called a state space. The definition 2 and 3 are seemingly new. In studying probability properties and path behavior of a two-parameter regular i-Morkov processes, its i-transition function is very important. Therefore, it is necessary to study some properties of an i-transition function. For a homogeneous i-transition function, we have an interesting result as follows:
Theorem 4. Let P(s,t;x,A) be a two-parameter homogeneous i-transition function on the measurable space (E,E) . If P(s,t; x, A) is right continuous on the parameters s>0 and t>0, then P(s,t; x, A) is parameter symmetry and is only related to the product st, that is,
P(s,t; x, A)=P(t,s; x, A)=P(1, st; x, A), s,t>0; x∈E, A∈ E. Remark 5.
The theorem show that a homogeneous i-transition function virtually is a classical transition function with one-parameter, a two-parameter homogeneous regular i-Morkov processes virtually can transform into is a classical Morkov processes, under right continuity on the parameters s>0 and t>0 . In other words, the two parameters s,t>0 in a homogeneous i-transition function and a homogeneous regular i-Morkov processes virtually is symmetry. This is very interesting and important for theoretical research on two-parameter Morkov processes under a very general condition.
For multi-parameter i-Morkov processes, ones also have a completely similar result.
∫

Proof
Proof of Theorem 4. By mathematical induction, we easily prove that
P(ns,t;x,A)=P(s,nt;x,A),s,t>0;x∈E, A∈E, n≥1.
(1) In the fact that,as n=1,the formula (1) is obviously. Now we assume that the formula (1) 
